Accessory Mounts (K0108)
Easily mount tablets, phones, cup holders and more right where they are needed with this new line
of accessory mounts. Accessory Mounts allow for rotation and angle adjustment to precisely
position devices. Wide range of mounting solutions—suction cups for mounting to trays and
work surfaces, mount for Retract4 swing-away arm, variety of bases for attaching to different chairs
and surfaces. Easy to customize and create a unique set-up with a variety of device holders,
extension arms and adapters.

10" Tablet holder on
Roto View Mount with
Bluetooth Keyboard

10" Tablet holder and Smart
Phone holder with Retract4
Midline Ring Adapters and
extension arms on the
Retract4 Arm

Swivel Cup holder with extension arm
and Suction Cup Base

Device Holders
10" Tablet Universal X-Grip III
Simple to open and close, the spring
loaded RAM X-Grip® III leaves the
outside edge of the tablet almost
completely free of obstructions.
Soft rubber fingers apply just enough
force to hold the tablet safe and secure.
Consists of a composite spring
loaded cradle, expandable grip arms
and additional bottom support keeper.
Expands and contracts for perfect fit of
most 10" tablets with or without sleeves, as
well as some smaller tablets. Fits 9-10" tablets with minimum width
of 6.25" to maximum width of 8.1" and maximum length of 10.25".
70-DM970

Sugg. Retail:

Sugg. Retail:

www.healthwares.com

70-DM975

Sugg. Retail:

$66.06

$127.39

Smart Phone Universal X-Grip
Compact mount for cell phones has
four leg design that sports great
holding power without hiding the
phone behind foam pads and plastic.
Spring loaded holder expands and
contracts for perfect fit of device.
Rubber coated tips holds device firm
and stable. Measure device with case/
sleeve/skin when determining the overall size.
Fits devices with minimum width of 1.875" to
maximum width of 3.25".
70-DM960

7" Tablet Universal X-Grip
Compact mount has a four leg design that
sports great holding power without hiding
the tablet behind foam pads and plastic.
Consists of a spring loaded holder and 1"
rubber ball connected to the back of the
base. Expands and contracts for perfect fit
of most 7" tablets with or without cases.
Fits 7-8" tablets with minimum width
of 2.25" to maximum width of 5.75".
(Minimum width of 2.25"w must be a
minimum height of 7").

Large Smart Phone Universal X-Grip
Compact mount for large smart phones has
four leg design that sports great holding power
without hiding the device behind foam pads
and plastic. Spring loaded holder expands and
contracts for perfect fit of device. Rubber
coated tips holds device firm and stable.
Measure device with case/sleeve/skin
when determining the overall size. Fits devices
with minimum width of 1.75" to maximum
width of 4.5".
70-DM965

Sugg. Retail:

$52.40

$46.80
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Accessory Mounts (K0108)
Device Holders (cont.)

Extension Arms & Adapters
70-DM910

Roto View Keyboard Mount
Simple, effective way to mount a keyboard with
a tablet. 8" tube can slide up or down for optimal
placement of keyboard. Tube has a 1" ball on
the end which connects to an extension
arm and magnetic power plate for easy
placement and removal of the keyboard.
Add tablet mount to Roto-View™ adapter
plate. Overall Length: 13.75"
70-DM990

Sugg. Retail:

Sugg. Retail:

70-DM900
70-DM914

70-DM918

70-JSML100-12

70-DM915

$99.70

Blutooth Keyboard works with
tablets and phones. Easily
mounts to magnetic plate on Roto View
70-DM995

70-DM922
70-DM912

$65.82

Part No.

Description		 Sugg. Retail

70-DM910

6" Extension Arm 		$32.69

70-DM912

3" Extension Arm		$23.01

70-DM914

$22.50
2" Extension Arm		

70-DM915

Double 1" Ball Adapter		
$24.54

70-DM900

Retract4 Accessory Adaptor		

$30.40

70-DM918

Retract4 Midline Ball Adapter		

$13.25

70-DM922

Retract4 Midline Ring Adapter		$42.40

70-JSML100-12 Retract4 Midline Bar 12"
Swivel Cup Holder
Self-leveling drink cup holder
positions to keep beverage within
reach. Includes a can insulator.

Base Mounts

70-DM950
Sugg. Retail:

$200.00

$31.04

70-DM925

70-DM945

70-DM920

70-DM941
70-DM927

Adding Devices to the Retract4 Arm Midline

70-DM935
70-DM942

RAM Smart Phone Holder
(70-DM960)
Retract4 Arm

RAM Extension Arm
(70-DM910)
Joystick
Joystick Adapter

Ring Adapter Mount
Accessory Adapter
(70-DM900)

Part No.

Description		 Sugg. Retail

70-DM945

Suction Mount		$29.89

70-DM920

Square 2" Base		$13.17

70-DM925

Double Ball w/2.5" Round Base		$60.98

70-DM927

Diamond Base w/1" Ball		$12.06

70-DM941

Rail Base (3/4"-1" dia.)		$33.79

70-DM935

Tough Claw Clamp		$52.13

70-DM942

Quick Release Track Rail		$29.81

Retract4 Arms: (see page 7 for more details)
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70-JS100

7/8" Receiver (Invacare)

$345.00

70-JS200

3/4" Receiver (Pride, Quickie, Quantum)

$345.00

70-JS300

5/8" Receiver (Permobil)

$345.00
800-492-7371

